THAI NIPPON STEEL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION LTD.

Post Date: 20 September 2019

JOB VACANCY
POSITION: Cost Engineer (1 position)
(Permanent)

Responsibilities:
 Co-chair Bid Kick off meetings
 Review Tender Documents including detailed review of the Instructions to Tenderers, Scope of
Work, Contract Key Dates, Commercial price forms and terms of payment, as a minimum
 Initiate all cost estimation requirement
 Monitor progress of the estimating activity and highlight concerns to his/ her supervisor
 Review and identify any inconsistencies in the Invitation to Tender Documents. In particular,
ensure that the Commercial price form and Unit Rates schedules are clear and highlight concerns
to his/ her supervisor, if any. If necessary, initiate clarification requests to the Customer
 Review price form and advise management of any opportunities for intelligent price allocation
and/ or risks associated with pricing breakdown
 Convene (if necessary) a unit rates meeting to ensure the definitions and principles of the unit
rates are understood by all input groups as applicable
 Expedite inputs to ensure that the bidding schedule is not jeopardized
 Ensure that estimates are received in the requested format and compile the commercial price
forms for the Proposal Document intended for submission to the Customer
 Ensure that the relevant Head of Division (or his assigned delegate) has approved estimate inputs
that are used in the final Bid
 Review/ Evaluation for cost and its basis (cross check/ comparison with previous project cost)
 Conduct the cost review meeting
 Review all bid estimate inputs and check that there is no errors, inconsistencies, oversights, and
that the estimates are consistent with the Capture Plan strategies
 Assist in preparation of Technical/ Commercial qualifications related to the estimates’ basis
 Preparation of Budgetary/ Indicative cost estimation in-house data
 Work with Nippon Steel Engineering’s marketing team to understand incoming bid works, client
requirements, submission deadlines, job priority, and bid no bid decisions
 Conduct Cost Analysis of Bid result in conjunction with Bid Manager and concerned parties

Qualifications:
 Degree level education is preferred, but must have a sound engineering education & background
 Technical aptitude is required-candidates must be proficient with the usage of MS-Office
 Strong interpersonal skill-successful candidates will communicate effectively, possess strong
writing skill, capable for coordination and communication to all department as integration of
proposal etc.
 Ability to manage complex and varied priorities and work well under pressure
 Preferred project engineer experience in Oil & Gas or Construction business at least 3 years
 Experience in a similar role, preferably in upstream Oil & Gas and/ or Petrochemical process
applications

Location: Bangpakong, Chachoengsao

Interested candidates may apply by sending updated CV to:
E-Mail: tns-recruit@thainippon.co.th, Kingkarn-r@thainippon.co.th
Website: www.thainippon.co.th
Line ID: tnsrecruit
For details, please call 063-237-9838

